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1-4 FORMATION 

PICK / ROLL POST ISO 

 
3 cuts around 5 to get open for the 
hit from1.  1 then clears to the 
opposite side. 

5 goes on ball with 3 and rolls to the 
basket.  4 v-cuts to the top for the 
reversal and looks high / low 

3 spaces out.  The lane is cleared 
for a post iso for 5. 

 
DRIBBLE HAND-OFF / DOUBLE AWAY 

   
1 dribble enters to the wing and 
hands-off to 2 

2 dribbles off a double ball screen by 
4 / 5  

2 dribbles across looking to turn the 
corner.  4 / 5 double away for 1.  5 
looks for the slip. 

 
HAWK ACTION 

 
1 enters and cuts off the UCLA 
screen from 5 

5 goes on ball with and rolls.  3 
drags and looks for 1 cutting off the 
base double by 4 / 2 

4 / 2 continue across and double for 
5 to the block 
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1-4 FORMATION continued 
 

CROSS SCREEN 5 / TRIPLE SCREEN 

 
1 enters to 4. 2 back door cuts 
through to the other side.  1 fakes a 
basket cut and cross screens the 5 
to the block.  1 replaces to the top. 

4 kick out to1.  3 then cuts off the 
back screen by 2 and a base double 
by 4 / 5 for the jumper. 

 
BOX FORMATION 

 
                                                                SCREEN / SCREENER 

1 starts to dribble to a side, as this is 
happening, 2 down screens 4 to the 
top.  2 cuts off a base screen by 5.  
2 looks for the jumper or post entry. 

 
RIP SCREEN POST / DOUBLE DOWN 

 
1 enters to 5 and cuts off a flare by 
4.   

5 reverses to 4 then to 1.  3 sets a 
rip screen for 5 to the block. 

4 / 3 stagger down for 2 to the top. 
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ON BALL SETS 
 

BACK SCREEN / PICK – ROLL 

 
After 4 reverses back to1, 5 back 
screens 4 to the basket. 

5 turns and plays a pick and roll with 
1 

 
SLIP / BALL SCREEN / DOWN SCREEN FOR SHOOTER 

 
1 fakes on ball and slips to the 
basket.   

1 continues to come off an on ball by 
4.  1 looks to turn the corner. 

4 down screens 2 to the top.  1 
works to get to the lane. 

 
 

ON BALL / RE SCREEN 

 
4 / 1 pick / roll 1 reverses dribble and play pick / roll 

with 5.  4 cuts back to the top for 
high/low option. 
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ON BALL SETS continued 
 
                       SLIP / REVERSE ON BALL                     DOUBLE ON BALL / ROLL  

 

1 dribbles towards then reverses 
 to go on ball with 4.  5 slips to the basket

 1 dribbles off a double on ball by 4 / 5.  4 / 5 
roll.  1 looks to hit one of the rollers or kick to 2 
or 3 on the wing for a post entry. 

 
 
 
ISO SETS 
 

4 ISO 

 
3 cuts out to the high wing looking to 
the high wing looking for the hit from 
1.  2 cuts to the ball side corner. 

4 cuts to the opposite elbow.  4 first 
looks to drive or looks to go high / 
low to 5. 

 
 

GUARDS X / HIGH POST ISO 

 
1 hits 3 at the high post.  1 / 2 X or 
interchange in the lane and cut off 
down screens by 4 / 5. 

3 first looks to go to the basket, then 
looks to go high / lo, then looks to 
kick it out to the wings for a jumper 
or post entry. 
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ISO SETS continued 
 

POST DOWN / POST ISO 

 
1 dribbles to a side.  5 down screens 
for 2 up to the top and looks for the 
pass from 1. 

3 looks for the post entry to 5, who is 
isolated in the lane. 

 
2 ISO READ OFF THE DOUBLE DOWN 

 
3 flashes to the wide pinch post for 

the entry from 1, who then cuts 
around to the ball side wing 

5/4 double down for 2 cutting to the 
top for a jumper or 3 looks for 5 

slipping into the lane 

2 reads the defense and sees the 
defense playing for the screen, 2 
refuses the screen and makes a 

basket cut. 
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UNDERTHEATH THE BASKET 
 

SCREEN THE IN-BOUNDER / SCREENER - SCREENER 

  
Line formation starts with 4 diving 
across to the opposite block.  3 
dives down and cuts to the corner.  
5 hits 3 who then reverses to 1 
popping out to the top. 

2 goes down and screens for 5 to 
curl over the top looking for the 
lay-up.  3 screens the screener and 
2 cuts out to the corner for the 
jumper. 

 
 
DOUBLE SCREEN – SCREENER      DOUBLE / CURL / DOUBLE 

 

 

  
2 cuts to the basket off a back 
screen from 1.  1 then cuts off 
a double from 4 / 5.  5 looks 
for slip. 

 2 fakes a basket cut and cuts 
off a double from 4 / 5.  2 
curls around the pick to the 
basket. 

4 / 5 step into the lane set a 
double for 1 cutting out to the 
wing. 
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SIDELINE 
 

3 PLAYER LINE FORMATION / GIVE – GO / DOUBLE AWAY 

  
3 enters to 2 posting up and basket 
cuts looking for the give and go 
play.  During this action, 1 moves to 
the backside shallow wing. 

1 fakes the basket cut, and cuts off 
the double by 4 / 5.  5 looks for the 
slip. 

 
3 PLAYER LINE FORMATION / FLEX / DOUBLE DOWN 

  
1 pops the stack to the back court 
for the entry pass from 3. 

1 dribbles across to the opposite 
side.  3 will come in from out of 
bounds and cut off a flex screen 
from 2.  2 will then cut off a double 
from 4 / 5. 

 
POST ISO 

  
4 / 1 will x at the top and cut to 
the opposite corners.  2 will cut off 
a down screen from 5 up to the top 
of the key looking for the entry 
pass. 

5 turns and seals in the lane for a 
post up.  The lane is cleared out for 
him to post. 
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SIDELINE  continued 
 

DOUBLE CUT OUT / POST SLIP 
 

 

 

 2 cuts off a double by 4 / 5 out to 
the top.  5 slips or dives to the ball 
side block for a post up.  1 cuts out 
to the back court for an outlet. 
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UCLA
v

v

Diagram 3

UCLA is one of the two wing enbT sets
that can be used in ow 1-4 series. 1
initiates with a wing entry pass to 3
(diagram 1). 5 steps up to back screen for
1. If 1 is open for the lob pass we throw it
to him. The bdl side post slides down the
lane and posts up strong. nfle generally do
not waflt to make this fust side post pass
unless it provides us with a great shot.
Aftet 5's screen he pops to the top of the
circle for ball to revetse the ball. 2 \ildll

as the ball is reversed the other direction. 4
remains in the post and will cut block to
block. 5 and 3 need to adjust their angles
so that they avoid one anothet as 3 sets the
cross screen.

g.'---ift'"

Diagram 2

Diagram 4

5ink to the baseline to set up the proper
angle for the ctoss screefl. 5 will also look to 4 on tle high low pass if 4 is ftonted. When 7 rccognizes that
he will not receive the pass ftom 3 he immediately cuts out to the wing (diagram 2). He generally urill not
go below whete the old dotted line used to be. 5 reverses the ball to 7.2 will wait until the ball is in the air
ftom3 to 5 befotehe sets a cross scteer for4(dagram 3). l willlook to { got"ingoff the cross scteen.5
will scteen the scteener Q) after reversing the bdl. From that point we will run the same continuity offense

.v



Utah

Diagram 3

Utah is one of the wing enET sets
that we can nn out of our 1-4
sedes. 1 initiates the offense with a
pass to the wing (di"g* 1). The
ball side post will set a UCLA high
post screen on 1. The fust option is
to look to 1. 4 wilt pop to the top
of the circle after the screen for ball
reversal. A second option is fot 4 to
look to 1 on the high low pass. As
this is happening 5 rrill slip to the
wing. 4 u'ill reverse the ball to 3
(diagam 2). 1 takes one step off the
lane aod back screens fot 2. VIe
waint 2 to make a low cut on the

same side. The scteenet (1) in dtagram
4 vrill slide to the comer. 5 will pop to
tbe wing for ball tevetsal. If the
defense sinks off the corner man to
help on the posg we will look to
tluow the ball to the comer for the
shot.

6r.'-;)ffi1.*

Diagram 2

Diagram 4

screen as he cuts to the ball side block. After 4 reverses the ball he will screefl ttre scteener (1) who comes
off the screen looking for the shot After 4's down screen he will pop to the wing. As the ball is reversed a
second time the same acd.on takes place (di"g* 3), Thete is a back screen and a flex cu! and then screen
the screener action. The only variation in this movemeot occurs when there are two playets left on the

s/
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Philly ond Philly Counter

Philly is the Post entry option out of our 1-4 offensive series. The Point Guard
will enter the ball to eithet post man. It is often flecessary for 4 and 5 to be
creative udth their movement to get open. It is critical that the two wings Q & 3)
start the set at the three point line extended. Our first option is to look to the wiag
(3) on the back cut (diagram 1). If 3 stafts to low his man is allowed to have vision
of both the bdl and his man, consequently he will not be open. The 5 man will
flate screen 1 to the wing. The 4 tr'zn wil y4 pivot on the pass or pass fake to 3
thtsg 6n the back cut. It the ball is not passed, he will outside pivot and hit 1 on
the flare. The 1 can hit the shot if open. He can dso catch the bali and dtive to the
dm as 2 is vacating that side of the floor. The 2 man will firct cut to the block and
then set 2 dlngod screen for the 4 man after he passed the ball (diagam 2).T\e 5
man then screens the scteener (2). The 2 man comes off that screen looking for
the shot" It is irnportant for 3 to cut to the coflrer to pull his man away ftom the
lane.

Pbilty Counter is a good option to use against opponents who anticipate the flare
screen by the point guard. In this set he urill cut down the middle after the post
entry (diagtam 3). He will quickly turn and back screen fot the 4 maln.5's first look
is still to the 3 on the back cut. This time he will ftont pivot in an attempt to get a
good angle to pass to the 4 man on the cut. While this is happening the 3 man will

.- ) continue his cut through the lane. 2 must hold aod wait for 3 to set the back
V screen. If 4 is oot op.o-he is setting the second of three screefls fot the 2 rnqr.. 5

will pop the bdl back to 1 who steps out after his back screen. 5 will then set the
third screen for the 2 man. Each of the three screeners will look to slip to an open
atea.aftet his screen.

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Diagram 4
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Denver

v/

Denvet is the ddbble entry option out of our 1-4 series.
The point guatd will &ibble to the wing as the entry. 2
will shallow cut thtough the screen of. 4. 2's cut can take
him under the scteen or over the top as shown in
dirg:r* 1. The fust option is for 1 to look to the 4 man
after the screen on the quick post up. If 4 is not opeo, 1
will ake the ball to 2. 2 needs to catch the ball as close
to the mid line as possible to set up his dribble move. 3
will slide to the comer to pull his defender away ftom
the help.

2 will drive the ball hatd on the catch to a point below
the foul line extended. He vrill look ro rlrorr the ball to
5 on his duck in move. If 5's defendet is able to ftont 5,
then the ball should be taken to 4 on the flash. 4 wiil
then look highJow to 5. 5 needs to time his duck in
move so as to avoid t thtee second violation.

Diagram 2

Iry'



KU Secondary Break

{=/ 3 will follow his pass and set a back screen for 5. lt is important the 3 get the proper angle with his back to the basket on the
screen. 5 will come off the screen looking for the lob from 2. After 3 screens he will step the ball, and recieve the back from 2. lf 5
does not get the ball on the lob he will loop across the lane and set a cross screen for 4. lf they switch 5 will be open, if not 4 will
be open.

\S/

November 25.2004



Secondary Gounters

FrameO Framel

Run "B-3" when 5 is overplayed he will back cut to the rim. 3 will fill cut
to the top, catch and dribble hard to the free throw line extended. 3 will
look to 5 on the post up. 4 and 1 set a staggered screen for 2 for the

2 pops to the bal l  and

Run "Kick Back" when they overplay the reversal to 3. 5 pass fakes
and brings the ball back to 1. 4 will work across the land. 2 continues
with his cut and sets the back screen for 5.

\-

looks to 5 or4 after the cross screen.

November 25.2004
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Dodge Gity Flare Screen
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Utah- Snap
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Utah- Stretch
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Utah- Thru
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FrameO Framel
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lowa is a high stack set. This first set is a quick hitter to get the ball to
our best shooter for a great look. 1's first look after driving off the
screen is to look to 4 coming off the screen of 3. 1 will then look to 2
coming off the staggered double for the shot.

This is the lob play out of the high stack. 1 will use the ball screen as in
the first play. 3 will diagonal as in the first play. 3 will then flash back to
the ball at the high post. 2 will then backscreen the screener (5) for the
lob to the basket.
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Gharlotte
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Tech UOB
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Rocket
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Late Game UOB
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Late Game SOB2
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Late Game SOB
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Jayhawk
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Memphis - Screen Roll
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